In April 1974, the PSC won a huge victory just two years after its founding, moving the CUNY Board to drop its draconian tenure quotas just a year after it promulgated them. The PSC mobilized rallies across CUNY, including those pictured here at Baruch, Bronx CC, York and at CUNY headquarters calling for “Quality Education, not Quotas.” It also orchestrated solidarity from other unions, including DC 37 and the UPTE.

Quality Not Quotas: Picket line at Board headquarters led by Irwin Polishook, Sam Ehrenpreis, Claude Campbell and Lilia Melani (center with picket sign).

Faculty and students rally to stop the closing of Hostos CC in wake of 1976 fiscal crisis.

Fiscal Crisis of 1976: Big PSC street rally near City Hall against cuts to CUNY.

Belle Zeller congratulates Irwin Polishook on his election as new PSC president in 1976.

With management refusing to negotiate in good faith, members rally “For a Decent Contact” on October 5, 1972.

Faculty and students rally to stop the closing of Hostos CC in wake of 1976 fiscal crisis.

Belle Zeller and Israel Kugler are second and third from left.

Al Bachman, Howie Jones and Sheila Polishook (standing) at the 1979 NYSUT RA.

Chapter Chairs 79
Irwin Polishook presides over a chapter chairs meeting in May of 1979.

NYSUT RA 1979

Save Hostos

Rally For Decent Contract

With management refusing to negotiate in good faith, members rally “For a Decent Contact” on October 5, 1972.

1973 picket line at Baruch against tenure quotas and in defense of open admissions and quality education. Belle Zeller and Israel Kugler are second and third from left.

York faculty, students and staff rally in May, 1973.

Belle Zeller (center) and Sam Ehrenpreis (right) at Bronx CC picket line.
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